You are here…

…while…we are on fire

The ‘great dying’: rapid warming caused largest extinction event ever, report says

Up to 96% of all marine species and more than two-thirds of terrestrial species perished 252m years ago


Deutsch said: “We are about a 10th of the way to the Permian. Once you get to 3-4C of warming,
implications for humans’ domination of the Earth and its ecosystems.”

The research group “provide convincing evidence that warmer temperatures and associated lower oxygen levels in the ocean are sufficient to explain the observed extinctions we see in the fossil record”, said Pamela Grothe, a paleoclimate scientist at the University of Mary Washington.

“The past holds the key to the future,” she added. “Our current rates of carbon dioxide emissions is instantaneous geologically speaking and we are already seeing warming ocean temperatures and lower oxygen in many regions, currently affecting marine ecosystems.

…there are those claiming we are at 2 degrees of warming right now and they are increasing in numbers and we wanted to stay at 1.5 per the Paris agreement, sorry about that…most humans, animals and plants will not survive a 3, let alone a 4 degree rise in temps above baseline…have you seen any reporting of mass demonstrations lately?…have you seen any policy papers put out by any governments concerning our demise?…have you read a press release from a company with a new and fantastic way of correcting just one element of the climate emergency?…all I seem to be reading are reports of more and better ways of increasing the climate emergency speed and it’s intensity by rulers around the globe, they are killing us, what else would you call it?, prove me wrong, reality sucks…Oh, by the way, you better start buying now for the Holidaze, buy buy buy…until you go…Bye Bye…
subsidizing the killing of all life on Earth…

‘Everything Is Not Fine’: Nobel Economist Calls on Humanity to End GDP Obsession

Billionaire Businessman Michael Bloomberg Enters 2020 Democratic Presidential Race

The former New York City mayor launched a $30 million ad campaign presenting himself as a “middle class kid who made good.”

Bloomberg, a former Republican whose estimated net worth is over $54 billion, said he believes his “unique set of experiences in business, government, and philanthropy will enable me to win and lead.”

…why doesn’t he “lead” by hiring a bunch of people and fix Flint’s water problems? millionaires and billionaires are grifters, plain and simple, they are a dead weight hanging around the necks of society!…

…current ocean temps 11/23/19 9:17pm…

https://earth.nullschool.net/#current/ocean/primary/waves/overlay=sea_surface_temp_anomaly/orthographic=255.45,38.67,328
Former government ethics chief outlines 39 ways the Republican Party is destroying democracy

Walter Shaub is a former director of the United States Office of Government Ethics who served under President Barack Obama and briefly under Donald Trump. Shaub resigned from the position in July 2017 in frustration, saying he could do no more to curb ethical violations within the Trump administration.

In PDF form… Former government ethics chief outlines 39 ways the Republican Party is destroying democracy
The End of the Rule of Law: The 12 Impeachable Offenses Committed By Trump

“If we take a narrow approach to impeachment, that will mean that all the more egregious violations will be viewed as having been endorsed and not rebuked and successive presidents will feel they have a green light to emulate Trump on everything except a Ukrainian shakedown.”


…the last President that operated within the confines of the Constitution was President Jimmy Carter and to this very day he is a shining light of what is good and right and how to do the honorable thing, it is commonly known has having compassion which means telling the truth no matter the costs…

Rick Perry says pervert criminal Donald Trump is ‘Chosen One’, ‘sent by God to do great things’

…as noted earlier and elsewhere we have 3 things tearing us apart…societal collapse on a global scale, the climate emergency and the 6th extinction…all of this is happening all at once, all at the same time…the choice is yours, choose wisely, how ugly do you want to be?…

Obama Privately Considered Leading ‘Stop-Bernie Campaign’ to Combat Sanders 2020 Surge: Report

…during the first campaign season I was married and living in Kentucky, my wife’s daughter and her husband came down from New Haven for a visit. Mr. O was holding a rally and they insisted we watch it on the t.v., okay, fine. After it was over I asked “what did he say?” and got silence. Hope and change and yes we can, what? When he was elected I stated that he had an FDR moment, he blew it. He could have held those guilty of crimes accountable, he did not. It didn’t matter whether they were in the public or private sector, we must move forward. Wrong. He became known as The Cave-Man because when faced with a choice of doing what was right by the people he caved into republicanville. In covering his history time and time again it has been shown he was more to the right than Nixon. Wrong
and can give a fine speech but policies and practices are what defines a president. Mr. O is a shining example of what a republican president could be instead of a fascist such a trump.